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Alumna
dies
suddenly

Building a

masterpiece

Woman known for
her spark and curiosity

Duke Hall renovation has professors, students hoping
it will put JMU on the map as a premier art school
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For the first time in more than 10 years, the
majority of arts programs will be united inside
the renovated Duke Hall.
Duke Hall was built in 1967 and after almost
five years of detailed planning, the new home
for the School of Art, Design and Art History is
on schedule with its building progress, set to
finish in November.

Duke Hall details
n Substantial completion

date: Nov. 15, 2013

n Total square footage: 114,043
n Cost per square foot: $376.63
n Building capacity: 2,123 people

At the cost of just under $43 million, the old
Duke Hall building is changing its entire layout.
An additional structure, the “Bar Building,” is
under construction in what used to be the Miller
Hall parking lot and will serve as an extension
of Duke Hall.
“It means brand new exciting and inspiring
facilities,” said William Wightman, director of
the School of Art, Design and Art History . “This
building will keep us competitive with other
facilities at other schools. These facilities will
match what the other art departments have
in Forbes.”
The new Duke Hall will house programs
including ceramics, fibers, art education, 3-D
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TOP An artist’s rendering depicts what Duke Hall will look like once completed in November.
BOTTOM With the $43 million renovation, JMU hopes to attract more off-campus visitors.

foundations and printmaking. The Bar Building
will house sculpture, design, metals, painting
and drawing programs.
Graphic design, interior design and industrial
design will move into swing spaces in the studio
center building. Photography will remain in
Memorial Hall while graduate student studios,
the undergraduate art gallery and artWorks
gallery will stay in the 131 Grace St. building.

Before the renovation, Duke Hall housed
several arts departments, including theatre,
visual arts, dance and music. The building
remained this way until the Forbes Center for
the Performing Arts was completed in 2010.
Ronn Daniel, associate professor and
associate director of renovation of the School of
see DUKE, page 4

“Beautiful,” “bubbly” and “wise” —
all words a friend and a JMU professor
used to describe Jenna Rayann Stone.
Stone, a 22-year-old graduate, died
unexpectedly on Saturday. No further
details about her death were available
by press time.
Stone was known to her friends as
“Jenna Rae.” She was a native of St.
Mary’s County, Md., and graduated in
May with a degree in communication
studies. Stone was in graduate school at
the Notre Dame University of Maryland
University studying contemporary
communication.
Kelsey Jensen, a senior international
affairs major, was Stone’s best friend
and “little sister” in the Delta Delta
Delta sorority. She described Stone as
a generous, adventurous and outgoing
woman who was wise beyond her
years.
“She had a spark that instantly
drew anyone to her — you couldn’t
have met her and not have loved her
automatically,” Jensen said. “She
believed in the value of handwritten
notes and little things that let us know
she was thinking about us whenever we
weren’t all together.”
Jensen added that Stone “glowed
from within” and was passionate about
the things she loved, like her friends
and family.
Communication studies professor
Lori Britt had Stone as a student
in several classes, including her
communication leadership class.
Britt tearfully described Stone as an
eager and bright student who always
asked questions for the sake of learning.
“She was just bubbly and optimistic.
She would do anything for anyone —
just delightful to have in class,” Britt
said. “Her smile and her radiance will
be missed.”
Britt also mentioned that
Stone interned for “Real Talk with
Jennifer Till,” a radio show based in
Charlottesville.
Jensen said she and others who
knew Stone were lucky.
“For those of you that knew
her, remember her with a smile,
remember that big mass of red hair
whipping all over, remember her
laugh, remember how she touched
all our lives,” Jensen said. “Keep her
family in your thoughts and prayers.”
CONTACT IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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DUKES SHAKE IT IN A FLASH
Friday’s “Harlem Shake” flash mob attracted hundreds of students dancing in costumes
and wielding props like flags, signs and a trumpet. Event organizer Party Cartel, a JMUbased entertainment company, worked with several Greek organizations to spread the
word and invite students on Facebook and Twitter. MORE ON PAGE 7
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A communications
professor urges professors
to push for long awaited changes.

How can we save the
sport from getting cut
from the Olympics?

‘Safe Haven’ will fail
to ignite audience
interest despite
novelist’s popularity.

In just a few years, club
ice hockey has gone from
a humble beginning
to a championship.
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horoscopes
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
Fix up your place to match your new
possibilities this season, as friends,
family and fun fill your schedule. Summer
romance and social life prove to be
charming. An addition to the family
is possible. Finances require careful
management. Express creativity through
new doors.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Clear up
misunderstandings
as they happen to avoid making
a mountain out of a dirt clod. For
the next month, you’ll do well.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Stay home instead
of going out. You
don’t have to explain it yet. For
the next month, your partner can
be a great leader.

PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
Confront old fears
to make them disappear. Your
natural genius flourishes. It’s not
a good time to travel, though. A
fabulous opportunity appears.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
You’ll be most
effective working
with and through others. Start
finishing up old business, one
piece at a time.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
When others
succeed, you
succeed. Work together and make
magic. You enter a one-month
review period. Return to basics.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You may want to
back up your data,
as Mercury goes retrograde soon
(on Feb. 23). During this next
phase, you’re extremely creative.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
For the next four
weeks, focus on
your special bond with friends.
Creative projects undergo revision
while Saturn is in retrograde.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
There’s not
quite enough for
something you want. Make the
best with what you have for now,
which is plenty. Be happy.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
You’re hot and only
getting hotter;
resistance is futile. You’re
going to have to accomplish the
wonderful things.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Use your common
sense and gain
respect. Focus on home and
family. Going back to basics brings
some freedom and relaxation.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
Now is not the time
to overextend. Slow
and steady wins the race, but
you don’t even have to enter the
competition.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Take the time to
study and practice.
Avoid the temptation to spend;
rely on your imagination instead.
Review your budget.

Apply for the copy,
graphics, design and
sports editor positions
for 2013-2014.

1.133 million people
in the U.S. live with
a chronic health
condition. 75% of
people with chronic
health conditions
are younger than 65.
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#daw2013
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45°/31°
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Old flatboats
5 Stag party
attendees
10 Fixes with thread
14 Skid row sort
15 River joining the
Missouri near
Jefferson City
16 “Is there __
against that?”
17 Skating maneuver
18 Gnatlike insect
19 Strauss of blue
jeans
20 Jefferson
23 Hibachi residue
25 18-wheeler
26 Black cats, to
some
27 Washington
32 Baton-passing
event
33 Singer Brickell
who’s married to
Paul Simon
34 “You got that
right, brother!”
35 In first place
37 Crab’s grabber
41 Impressionist
42 Chicago airport
43 Jackson
48 Coffee lightener
49 Word with popper
or dropper
50 Fishing stick
51 Truman
56 Bump up against
57 Jeweled
headpiece
58 Reverse, as a
computer
operation
61 It ebbs and flows
62 Kauai and Tahiti,
for two
63 Read bar codes
on
64 Large amount
65 Gets things
growing
66 Number picker’s
casino game
DOWN
1 Leatherwork tool
2 Brazilian port, for
short
3 Lumber blemish
4 Frosh, next year
5 Christina
Crawford’s “__
Dearest”

2/18/13

By Dan Schoenholz

6 Italian cheese
region
7 Youngsters
8 “Simply
delicious” waffle
maker
9 Tea leaves
reader, e.g.
10 Deli meat in
round slices
11 Dreaded
business
chapter?
12 Greeting from a
distance
13 Deli cheese
21 Wild revelry
22 Went off the high
board
23 Taj Mahal city
24 Come across as
28 Competed in a
10K
29 Back in style
30 Altar vow
31 Pants seam
problem
35 Not shut, in
verse
36 Just out of the
box
37 Comedian
Margaret
38 “Sons and
Lovers” novelist

Saturday’s Puzzle Solved

Thursday’s puzzle solved

(c)2013 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

39 Florence’s river
40 Crab grass, e.g.
41 Military force
42 Black-and-white
cookie
43 Middle East
language
44 1971 Nobel
Prize-winning
poet Pablo
45 Scooted
46 Brought to
maturity

2/18/13

47 Cardiac surgery
technique
48 Chews the fat
52 Spunkmeyer of
cookie fame
53 Get out of bed
54 Auto racer
Yarborough
55 Elephant’s incisor
59 “The Da Vinci
Code” author
Brown
60 John’s Yoko

Nation & World
Drones are
taking to the
skies in U.S.
Tribune Washington
Bureau

Email breezeeditor@gmail.com.
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Dylan Garner Email breezecopy@gmail.com

ad Designers
Catherine Barsanti
Sydney McKenney
Elizabeth Paterson

Tuesday

WASHINGTON — While a
national debate has erupted
over the Obama administration’s lethal drone strikes
overseas, federal authorities
have stepped up efforts to
license surveillance drones
for law enforcement and
other uses in U.S. airspace,
spurring growing concern
about violations of privacy.
The Federal Aviation
Administration said Friday
it had issued 1,428 permits
to domestic drone operators
since 2007 — far more than
were previously known. Some
327 permits are still listed as
active.
Operators include police,
universities, state transportation departments and at least
seven federal agencies. The
remotely controlled aircraft
vary widely, from devices as
small as model airplanes to
large unarmed Predators.
The FAA, which has a September 2015 deadline from
Congress to open the nation’s
airspace to drone traffic, has
estimated 10,000 drones
could be aloft five years later.
The FAA solicited proposals

PHILIP J. PANDOLFI, D.M.D., PLLC
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
• Extractions
• Wisdom Teeth
• Dental Implants
“Participating with MOST insurance
companies & Smiles for children”
2105 Evelyn Byrd Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Ofﬁce - 540-433-1751
Toll Free - 888-433-1751
www.pandolfidmd.com

to create six sites across the
country to test drones, a crucial step before widespread
government and commercial
use is approved.
L ocal and state law
enforcement agencies are
expected to be among the
largest customers.
Earlier this month, TV footage showed a drone circling
over the bunker in Alabama
where a 65-year-old gunman
held a 5-year-old boy hostage.
After a tense standoff, an FBI
team stormed the bunker,
rescued the boy and shot his
captor. Authorities refused to
say who was operating the
AeroVironment drone, which
has a 9-foot wingspan.
In Colorado, the Mesa
County Sheriff’s Office has
used a fixed-wing drone to
search for lost hikers in the
mountains, and a helicopter
drone to help crews battling
fires. Flying manned planes
or helicopters would cost at
least $600 an hour, explained
Ben Miller, who heads the
program.
“We fly [drones] for less
than $25 an hour,” Miller said.
“It’s just a new way to put a
camera up that’s affordable.”
Big-city police departments, including Los Angeles,
have tested drones but are
holding back on buying them
until the FAA issues clear
guidelines about operating
in congested airspace, among
other issues.

Violent sexual
attacks on rise
in India
McClatchy Newspapers

NEW DELHI — A 6-yearold girl was kidnapped, raped
and dumped by a roadside in
New Delhi, India, in the latest of a series of violent sexual
attacks that have shocked the
country, officials and news
reports said Saturday.
The girl, from Delhi’s satellite city of Gurgaon, was
spotted by a passerby in the
border region of Kapashera
late Sunday night. The crime
became public knowledge
only after local newspapers
and news-channels reported
it on Friday.
“Medical examinations
have confirmed rape. The girl
is recuperating in a hospital,”
Om Prakash, a local police
officer said.
“We have launched a
manhunt to arrest those
responsible for the brutal
act but have few leads as the
girl is unable to give a proper
statement since she is traumatized,” he added.
The Times of India reported
that the victim was last seen
with a man in his early 20s
and it was possible that she
had been raped by more than
one person.

News

You tell us the story
Email breezenews@gmail.com.
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HPD: Shots
on Port
Republic

Police have arrested a suspect
reportedly in connection with a shooting that occurred on Wednesday.
A caller reported to the Harrisonburg Police Department that shots
were fired at the 800 block of Port
Republic Road.
The caller gave a description of the
vehicle, which an HPD officer saw getting on I-81, heading south from exit
245.
While the officer was following
the vehicle, a firearm was thrown
from out of the suspect vehicle and
struck the police vehicle, police said.
Officers from the Harrisonburg, Rockingham County and Virginia State
Police stopped the vehicle at exit 240
in Bridgewater.
Police identified the passenger, Sean
Patty of Staunton as both the shooter
and the individual who threw the
firearm out of the car. Patty has been
charged with reckless handling of a
firearm, possession of a stolen firearm
in violation and discharging a firearm
inside of city limits.

Measuring satisfaction
Participation in faculty-wide survey crucial in addressing long-standing frustrations

— staff report

Police ask for
community’s
help in sexual
assault case

courtesy of harrisonburg police

This unknown man may have encountered
the victim before the alleged assault.

Police are still searching for a man
they believe could help them solve an
alleged sexual assault that occurred
on Feb. 3.
Police said he may have had contact with the victim before entering
the building and while traveling
throughout the building, but they
can’t determine if he was involved in
the alleged assault at all.
The assault reportedly took place
on the 200 block of East Water Street.
Police are stressing that they’re not
confirming the exact location of the
alleged incident.
It doesn’t appear that the man used
force or threats to gain access inside
the building. Police are asking anyone with information on the case or
the man in the picture to contact them.
Tipsters can remain anonymous by
calling Crime Solvers at 540-574-5050.
They can also text “HPD” plus their tip
to CRIMES (274637).
— staff report

Scams surface
on Internet
The Harrisonburg police are warning
residents not to fall for several recent
scams that are circulating online.
Recent scams include someone
posing as an international banker who
offers to share unclaimed funds from
an account belonging to a dead client.
There is also a fake sweepstakes offering money in exchange for personal
checks or transfer funds.
Another recent scheme includes
offering people loans but asking
applicants to send in “processing”
fees through Western Union before
the person who contacted the victim
disappears.
Police said no one should contact
someone who asks for their credit
card number or bank number over the
phone or through email.
It’s advised that anyone contacted
with an offer that seems “too good to
be true”remain aware of the possibility
of fraud and ignore the offer.
Victims and potential victims of
fraud are encouraged to contact their
local law enforcement agencies.
Callers are able to remain anonymous by calling Crime Solvers at
540-574-5050. Tipsters may also
text “HPD” plus their tip to CRIMES
(274637).
— staff report
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One professor hopes to rally colleagues
to participate in a survey that could remedy
some persistent problems, some of which
have lasted years.
Faculty are getting a chance to voice their
honest opinions and change JMU’s academic culture of JMU through a job-satisfaction
survey.
Every few years, a job-satisfaction survey,
formerly known as a faculty morale survey,
is given out to faculty. This year, communications studies professor and Faculty Senate
member Michael Smilowitz is implementing
the survey and then analyzing the results.
The results, he said, will be released to faculty and posted on the faculty website. They’ll
also go to other governing bodies such as the
Board of Visitors, the Academic Council and
Executive Council. The speaker of Faculty
Senate will also have the results.
According to Smilowitz, the survey has
about 40 questions about topics such as
resources available, curriculum development, participation in workshops and career
and professional development opportunities. There will also be some open-ended
questions.
David McGraw, and integrated science
and technology professor and speaker of the
Faculty Senate, said there has already been
upward to seven surveys distributed out to
faculty from different university committees
and entities from last year to this year.
It’s likely, he added, that there will be additional surveys sent out to the faculty in the
coming months.
“I’m afraid that ‘survey burnout’ is likely,
and faculty might be less likely to participate
in some of these surveys,” McGraw said. “I
really hope the faculty will recognize the
importance of participating in all of these
surveys, since the specific questions and the
ultimate purpose of each is different.”
Having multiple surveys poses a problem
for Smilowitz and the people designing the
survey. They are concerned that this survey,
will be overlooked.
“Faculty, just like students, are survey battered, so the biggest issue is getting them to
participate,” Smilowitz said. “The only survey that is administered by faculty, created
by faculty and interpreted by faculty.”
Smilowitz said that participation is key in
the effectiveness of the survey. At a Jan. 31
Faculty Senate meeting, he urged his fellow

megan trindell / The breeze

TOP David McGraw, an integrated science and technology professor and speaker of the Faculty
Senate, will receive the results of the job-satisfaction survey to present to the Board of Visitors.
BOTTOM The Faculty Senate voted to have open-ended questions added to the survey. Senate
members were asked to encourage their colleagues to take the survey to maximize participation.

senators to regularly encourage their colleagues to participate.
When Smilowtiz implemented the survey
10 years ago, he said only 65 percent of the
faculty responded. When he presented the
results to administrators, he said they didn’t
take the results seriously because of the 35
percent that didn’t take the survey.
“I’ve never seen a university-wide survey like this result in a significant change,”
said Jason Fink, an associate professor of
finance. “This isn’t to say efforts aren’t being
made, it may simply be that JMU doesn’t
have the resources to maintain its current
reputation.”
He explained that although some changes
may have been made, they’re not what the
university really needs.
“The efforts may have resulted in small
degrees of change,” Fink said. “However,
when an improvement of 30-to-50 percent
is needed, an improvement of two percent
is not meaningful.”
Provost Jerry Benson said the results of
each survey significantly help shape the
future of academic life at JMU.
For example, last year, Benson said the

Collaborative on Academic Careers in Higher Education survey was given out to faculty
addressing the support system in place for
junior faculty. Now, Benson said there’s a taskforce made up of junior and senior faculty to
address the issues brought up by the survey.
“While salaries for faculty and staff is the
primary concern of everyone, surveys such
as these help us identify other issues that we
need to address and ways we can strengthen
our academic community,” Benson said.
A report from the task force with recommendations will be ready before the end
of this semester. Smilowitz mentioned that
there were many reasons to examine the satisfaction of JMU’s faculty.
“They learn to do their job and they learn
how to do it well, and then they go somewhere
else,” Smilowitz said. “No smart company
wants to see that happen. And we frankly end
up spending money on trying to replace them
that maybe we didn’t need to spend.”
Fink believes this problem is a result of
JMU not having competitive salaries.
“The times that I am not satisfied with
see Survey, page 4

Snow war breaks out on campus
Every Monday, The Breeze features stories from previous issues to celebrate its 90th anniversary this year. Today’s is from the March 9, 1962 issue.

file photo

In 1962, the worst blizzard since 1892 dropped more than 24 inches of snow.

Massive celebrations were the keynote of activities here at Madison
College this week. Why? The hopes of
every student had been realized—a
day without classes. On Tuesday, the
worst snowstorm since 1892 dropped
over 24 inches within a period of
36 hours. Even worse, the United
States mail was not delivered—it was
rumored that the mailman was pulverized with snowballs by a wild mob
of girls.
Industrious Madison students
labored harder than “ever before”
during their free time. Much was
accomplished in the fields of Siberian military tactics, Eskimo technology
and winter gymnastics.
To impress the surrounding military
schools, massive field maneuvers were
conducted in both the main parking lot and the quad. Huge armies
of fanatical girls brutally attacked

the studious, defenseless female day
students.
Fatigue-clad females occupied all
college streets; cars were shelled; “visitors” from Bridgewater College were
mauled and driven into retreat.
Seriously, Madison College rarely
closes because of weather conditions.
However, because many employees
live outside of Harrisonburg, requiring their presence would be a needless
risk of their lives.
Many of the faculty live considerable distances from the campus and
Patton Tanks would have been needed
to whisk them from their comfortable
abodes to the icy wastes of the campus.
Everyone will agree that, despite
the weather, this has been a successful
week. The college continued to operate as efficiently as possible under
these abnormal conditions, and no
lives were lost during maneuvers.
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Art Design and Art History,
thinks that Duke Hall is a great
investment in the visual arts at
JMU.
“Duke Hall is going to be the
center of the arts program for
generations to come,” Daniel
said. “There will be beautiful
stations for people to make
creations and beautiful galleries. The building will help us
maintain our status as one of
the premier art design schools
in the Mid-Atlantic.”
Daniel said that the main
problem of the original Duke
Hall was that it was too small
to house all of the programs
together. The spaces were too
small to be useful and were
often called uncomfortable and
uninspiring by students.
Two spaces inside Duke Hall
are specifically designed for
presenting artwork. The main
gallery is located in the center
of the building and is shaped
like a circle. It has a system that
allows artwork to be moved
around the outside walls of the
gallery.
Kevin Sabo, a sophomore

studio arts major is excited to
have a bigger work environment and the opportunity to
pursue painting in Duke Hall.
“I’m most excited about the
large studio spaces I keep hearing about,” Sabo said. “I would
like to see a variety of spaces to
work, some more open spaces
and some secluded ones so
people can have a more personal experience.”
Safety plays a major role in
the renovation of Duke Hall.
Daniel said that the original
building wasn’t designed to
handle some of the dangerous
activities involved with certain
programs, such as welding and
large kilns.
Improved safety conditions
such as ventilation and fire
suppressants will be put in
Duke Hall, along with new
machinery and improved
emergency escape routes.
Duke Hall’s two entrances
play a key role in the building’s layout. One entryway
faces the Quad, and the other
faces downtown to invite Harrisonburg residents to visit the
building.
“JMU has had a great

reputation for the ‘pullthe-community-in’ aspect,”
Wightman said. “The nice
thing about the gallery is that
it is literally in the middle of the
building. It will raise the bar as
far as quality of presentations.”
The renovation and construction on Duke Hall and
the Bar Building is set to be
completed in November. The
administrative offices, art history, and visual resources will
start moving in over winter
break with the bulk of the programs returning to Duke Hall
over the summer of 2014.
JMU public affairs manager Bill Wyatt said the new
Duke Hall and Bar Building
will put the finishing touch on
JMU’s renovations of the art
programs.
“This really completes an
investment in the arts program,” Wyatt said. “The Forbes
Center is sort of the first
stage and we’re now completing it with Duke Hall. It
will give the visual arts a real
state-of-the-art experience.”
Contact Eric Graves at
breezenews@gmail.com.

survey | ‘I am deeply unsatisfied’
from page 3

won’t get any kind of financial
help in college, even at JMU.
JMU are when I think about
“I get very frustrated when I
what I am sacrificing to be
think about almost any aspect of
here,” Fink said. “I still make
salary and benefits for my job,”
less money than I was offered
Fink said. “In this dimension I
to stay in the private sector 12
am deeply unsatisfied. Since I
years ago. My base salary is less
am not alone in this frustration,
than the salary we pay for new
it is a great risk for the univerhires.”
sity, and a particular one for the
JMU faculty and staff haven’t
college of business. It is simply
received a salary raise since
not possible for this to persist
2007, but the base salaries for
and JMU not to lose its best
new professors has continued
faculty.”
to rise over the years. As a result,
Fink believes the new
administration is working to
there is now a “salary inversion,”
try to fix them.
“From my very distant
perch, it really does look like
Peace Corps Info Sessions:
the new administration is tryLearn How You Can
ing to tackle these problems,”
Fink said. “But I don’t think
‘Be the Change’
the resources come close to
be sufficient, so their hands
are likely tied.”
Smilowitz is confident that
2/20, 5 - 6 p.m.,
these issues won’t get in the
Festival
way of students’ academic
Conference
lives.
Room 3
“The people that are here
care enough about their job
2/28, 5 - 6 p.m., and their students that they
Festival
realize that their professional
Conference
issues stay out of the classRoom 8
room,” Smilowitz said.
Fink still considers teaching
rewarding.
“I love doing my job at
JMU,” Fink said. “[I] feel like
I have some of the best students in the country. That
makes teaching enjoyable.”
www.peacecorps.gov

meaning the new professors are
and receiving a higher salary
than veteran professors.
“Until we have competitive
salaries, our department will
simply hemorrhage talent until
we reach a less productive equilibrium,” Fink said. “But the fix
isn’t just to make our senior
people earn as much as a completely inexperienced worker ...
We need salaries that are competitive with our peers in order
to avoid losing people.”
Fink added that he’s also
disappointed that his four kids

Apply by 2/28.
Depart by early 2014.

Contact IJ Chan
and Jen Eyring at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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CAROLINE KELLY | piece of mind

Don’t put wrestling in a choke-hold; save the  games
The sport’s long-standing tradition has earned it a permanent spot in the Olympics over softball and other possible replacements

Wrestlers who dream of one day
participating in the Olympic games
had their hopes dashed on Feb.
 when the
International
Olympic
Committee
dropped
wrestling
from the
 games.
But this isn’t
the end. It’s
possible for
the sport to come back through
petition and bids, and this is
something worth saving.
Standing with wrestling on the
chopping board were field hockey
and modern pentathlon, with
wrestling eventually voted out -to. On the list to replace it are sports
such as wakeboarding, baseball
and softball, squash, roller sports
and wushu, a Chinese martial art.
Baseball and softball themselves
were cut some years earlier and are
hoping to make a comeback now
that there’s an open spot.
Now, some of these I can
understand not making the cut.
Baseball might not be fit for
competitions of an international
scale, since most of the other
countries can’t figure out why
we’re still watching that instead
of soccer. And squash, so far as I
can tell, is essentially ping pong
in a box. Watching wakeboarding
stunts might be cool, though, and
martial arts are always exciting. But
I think the real question is, why did
wrestling need to be replaced in the
first place?
Wrestling is one of the oldest

Possible substitutes








COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS

U.S. wrestler Charles Betts (left) takes on Federated State of Micronesia’s Keitani Graham (right) in the 2012 Olympic Games.

Olympic sports, dating back to the
eighth century B.C. Why drop one of
the fundamental sports, one that’s
still popular worldwide? Rulon
Gardner, famed American wrestling
gold medalist, thinks the decision
has commercial motives.
He told The Associated Press
“It’s the IOC trying to change
the Olympics to make it more
mainstream and more viewerfriendly instead of sticking to what
they founded the Olympics on.”
It’s true, wrestling ranked low

DARTS

in several technical criteria such
as popularity, ticket sales, global
TV audiences and press coverage,
according to ESPN. It can also be,
particularly for the casual viewer,
less than exciting to watch, since
wrestlers spend most of their time
circling cautiously or locked in
grapples. Viewers who are more
used to WWE matches might find
themselves disappointed and
looking for something with more
action.
It eventually comes down to the

PATS

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “bringing-it-back-to-whereit-all-began” pat to Janelle
Dean, an Eeastern Menonite
University student, who not only
agreed to be my girlfriend on the
Quad but also said “yes” when I
asked her to marry me one year
and seven months later at the very
same place.
From the most blessed man in
the world.

A “this-isn’t-good” dart to the
bins of chocolate and candy on
sale in every store.
From a woman who didn’t
have a Valentine and is now
making up for it more than she
needs to.
A “spring-come-soon” dart to
all of the cold weather.
From a student who’s tired of
being depressed and freezing all
the time and will be livid if that
groundhog lied about spring
coming early.
A “your-move” dart to Parking
Services.
From a student who left her car
in the staff section of Warsaw for
 hours and didn’t get a ticket.

An “it’s-time-to-grow-up”
dart to my roommates who refuse
to clean up after themselves.
From a student who is neat and
tidy and continues to count down
the months until our lease is up.

An “I-know-you-had-anexciting-adventure” pat to my
cat who finally came home after
he was missing for a week.
From the happy owner who
couldn’t help but think the worst.

A “good-grief” dart to my
friend’s beagle for not wanting to
do its business when it’s supposed
to.
From a frustrated dog sitter.

A “thanks-for-that” dart to the
College of Business for changing
its grade requirements.
From a senior who thinks it’s
hard enough to graduate without
having to repeat classes.

A “just-why?” dart to my
genetics.
From a woman whose arms are
too short to hold The Breeze open
without it falling all over the place.
A “does-drooling-burncalories?” pat to the redhead in
Carolina Tar Heels clothes always
playing basketball.
From a woman who’s happy
there are workout bikes by the
basketball court to watch you
from.

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

A “you-precious-littlesummer-moth” pat to the
freshman I heard saying she
would rather stay in and study on
a Friday night than go out.
From a corrupted junior who
admires your work ethic.
An “I’ll-see-myself-out” dart
to my roommate for not telling
me about her Valentine’s Day
plans with her boyfriend.
From a woman who saw a lot

A “very-very-nice-to-meetyou” pat to the Spanish hottie in
my dorm who introduced himself
to me over the weekend.
From a sophomore who would
love to get to know you.
A “bum-bum-bum-bum-bum”
pat to the people that did the
Harlem Shake on the Quad on
Friday.
From a senior who had a lot of
fun watching you.
A “jolly-good-day-forpeanut-butter-pie” pat to the
man I saw wearing a top hat and
suit in D-Hall.
From a woman who
appreciated your dapper look.
An “enjoy-your-15-minutes”
dart to the Harlem Shake.
From Gangnam Style.
A “thanks-for-hooking-meup” pat to the Festival salad bar.
From a senior who’s looking to
stay healthy and to get that beach
body.
A “thanks-for-not-judging”
pat to the man in Cat’s Cradle
who just smiled when I came in
alone to pet the cats.
From a woman who wishes
she could have taken one of them
back to her dorm.
A “don’t-tweet-it-submit-it”
pat to all of the JMU students and
faculty.
From an opinion editor who
would love to see more Darts and
Pats.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

Caroline Kelly is a senior English
major. Contact Caroline at
kellyce@dukes.jmu.edu.

Frankie told the wrong
generation to relax
Millennials are the most stressed age group, but why?

more than she wanted to.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

obligation to do what it can to
include the fans by encouraging
their participation even if they’re
just watching.
Additionally, if there’s one
thing the Olympics stand for, it’s
tradition. Wrestling is a big part of
that tradition. Back when the games
were still held in Zeus’ honor, it
was one of the sports included, and
it’s hung around until now. That’s
a pretty big legacy to drop. Then
again, no one’s stuck with the Greek
tradition of competing naked, so I
suppose we have to drop a few every
now and then.
Maybe the Olympics need to
change with the times, but that
shouldn’t mean dropping one of
its pillars. Vocal fans have been
speaking out, using the hashtag
#SaveOlympicWrestling on Twitter,
starting petitions, and speaking
out to raise awareness. Wrestling
will have its last chance in the 
games, and if it generates enough
interest, it might have a chance
to save itself. It will be up to the
viewers to decide which they value
more: spectacle or tradition.

JESSICA WILLIAMS | in plain English

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

A “there’s-something-stalein-here-and-it’s-not-thebagels” dart to Einstein Bros.
Bagels for having lost all ability
to communicate with customers
as well as providing seriously sub
par food.
From a disappointed morning
client who refuses to come back
until you change your tune.

much more complicated question
of what the Olympics really mean
and what it should do to live up
to that meaning. Nobody wants to
see the Olympics become overly
commercialized (more than they
already are). Isn’t dropping a sport
with low interest on every front
really just commercial-pandering?
The Olympics are an event of
international achievement, and
when one of our athletes wins, we all
feel pride in their accomplishment.
Maybe the Olympics have an

Wakeboarding
Baseball and softball
Roller sports
Chinese martial arts
Squash
Karate
Sport climbing
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According to The Huffington
Post, millennials (anyone born
between 
and )
are the most
stressed-out
generation.
Weird because
I usually
associate
the term
“millennial”
with someone tied to a cellphone
their parents pay for as they play a
quiet round of “Angry Birds.”
In a recent survey by the
American Psychological
Association, it was found that
on a -point scale, Americans
ages - reported an average
stress level of . compared to the
national average of ..  percent
said stress made it hard for them to
sleep at night.
I could see how a  year old
could be stressed. I assume when
you’re in your s you’ve got a lot
going on. Your kids are probably
young. You have to cart them all
over God’s creation to practices
and birthday parties while trying to
balance a job that probably doesn’t
pay very much. The days seem to
string together in an endless blur of
coffee and late nights and you think
maybe getting married young was
a mistake.
Soon you start to lie awake at
night thinking, “Why didn’t I go for
my dreams? I could’ve been the
world’s best television writer and
what am I instead? I work -to-
at some corporation no one’s ever
heard of.”
Then you start thinking about
starting a parenting blog and things
just go downhill from there. Yes,
being in your s seems stressful.
But what are people in their s so
stressed about?
“Work and job stability
accounted for the most prominent
sources of millennials’ stress, which
is no surprise considering wages
have declined for young Americans

and half of recent college graduates
are working jobs that don’t require
a degree,” according to The
Huffington Post.
Of course: jobs. I’m well aware
that the job market sucks. I’m an
English and writing, rhetoric and
technical communication double
major, so I’m basically majoring
in unemployment — twice. Still, I
wouldn’t say I’m any more stressed
than my parents. I’m probably
significantly less stressed than they
are.
I’ve got my entire life ahead
of me. I haven’t made any major
mistakes (with the exception of
an anchor tattoo I’ll probably hate
in five years), and I haven’t come
to the conclusion that my dreams
are never going to come true. I’m
still half-hoping that they might.
If anything, people in their s
should be one of the least-stressed
generations.
We still have enough energy to
go out and have fun. We’re not in
our awkward teen phases anymore,
so no one cringes at us as we walk
down the street or says we still have
to grow into our looks. We get along
better with our parents, mostly
because we’re not living with them
anymore (hopefully) and we don’t
have any major commitments tying
us down (unless you get married
young like the aforementioned
miserable -something).
Yes, we’re all working hard to
graduate or find a job or just to
make enough money to pay the
rent, but in between all of that we
should be enjoying our lives as best
we can. It really doesn’t get any
better than only having to worry
about yourself. Make the best of it.
If for no other reason than because
if you can’t enjoy your s, what the
hell can you enjoy?
Jessica Williams is an English
and writing, rhetoric and
technical communication double
major. Contact Jessica at
breezeopinion@gmail.com.
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the Harrisonburg shake

Becky sullivan / the breeze

Gangnam Style? So 2012.
On Friday, hundreds of students swarmed the Quad to dance the “Harlem Shake,” a YouTube sensation that begins with someone dancing alone for 15 seconds surrounded by
people unaware of the dancer. When the bass drops during electronic musician Baauer’s song “Harlem Shake,” the video pulls back showing the previously idle crowd doing a
random, spastic dance in various costumes.
The dance was organized by Party Cartel, a JMU-based entertainment company that organizes and DJs local concerts. Party Cartel also filmed and uploaded the video to
YouTube last night. Delta Upsilon and several sororities, including Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Phi, Delta Gamma and Zeta Tau Alpha, helped spread the word and organize the event.
Party Cartel had announced on its Facebook page on Wednesday that whoever showed up with the best costume would get to lead the dance. The honors went to the Duke Dog,
who danced by himself before students joined in. Memorable costumes and props included Wario, a cow, King Tut, Iron Man, Poliwhirl, a banana, Jason the red Power Ranger, a
Robert Griffin III cutout and homemade signs with dorm names on them. Some JMU cheerleaders also participated, and their flying routine ends the YouTube video.
“We wanted to create something to get all of JMU involved,” said Chris Velazquez, a sophomore and Party Cartel co-founder.
JMU isn’t the first college to post its own take on the “Harlem Shake.” Boston College and the University of Texas at Austin’s videos have more than 650,000 views each.
The YouTube video is posted on Party Cartel’s Facebook page at facebook.com/JMUPartyCartel.

Movie Review

‘Haven’ plays it safe despite dramatic packaging

Predictable plot, flat acting and confusing finale keep most recent Nicholas Sparks adaptation from reaching its potential
By Jenny Claire Knight
The Breeze

It’s another year, and inevitably,
that means another Nicholas
Sparks adaptation comes off the
assembly line.
Erin Tierney, who later changes
her name to Katie (Julianne Hough,
“Footloose”), runs away from the
law and her old life. Eventually
she ends up in the sleepy town of
Southport, N.C., and assumes a
new identity. While rebuilding her
life, she meets widower and father
of two, Alex, (Josh Duhamel, “New
Years Eve”), and the two begin to
fall in love. But just when it looks
like Erin is in the clear, her old life
starts to catch up with her, forcing
her to confront what she left
behind in.
Sparks’ overused romance
formula is on obvious display in
“Safe Haven.” The sheer number
of hurdles you have to jump to
accept this film with any shred of
reality is staggering. There are only
so many times an audience can
see these types of films with the
same mediocre actors and still find
all the cute coincidences clever.
You already know the plot and
practically what the characters will
say, so what’s the point in spending
the time and money?
Director Lasse Hallstrom (“Dear
John”) is a Sparks’ adaptation
veteran and should know better
than to allow “Safe Haven” to
blindly stumble into these pitfalls.
When Erin and Alex get caught
canoeing in the rain and then
end up kissing, you wonder if the

Safe Haven


‘PG-13’ 115 min.
Starring Julianne Hough, Josh
Duhamel, David Lyons

screenwriters are so desperate for
enticing material that they’ll stoop
to ripping off iconic scenes from
previous films.
“Safe Haven” is certainly
the most mature of Sparks’
adaptations. The classic hot-guymeets-pretty-girl story line is there,
but instead of the fluffy opener
you’ve come to expect from these
movies, you see Hough running
around bloody. It looks more like
the opening shot of a CSI episode
than a Valentine’s Day film. At
first you may think it’s good to see
a Sparks’ adaptation take a step
outside the box, but the blend of
suspense and romance severely
disappoints.
The film’s twist ending also tries
to cross genres in one of the worst
endings ever conceived. The whole
point of having someone adapt
your book into a movie is for him or
her to edit out unnecessary parts,
but the screenwriters ignore this
idea. Instead of one last emotional
punch, the stupidity of the twist
wipes out your memory of the
happy ending. Although the ending
is supposed to be comforting and
sweet, you’ll end up questioning
Erin’s mental health.
Hough and Duhamel aren’t great
actors to begin with. While the
twosome’s chemistry is better than

expected, there have certainly been
better Sparks adaptation pairings,
most notably Rachel McAdams
and Ryan Gosling. Hough brings
spunk to Erin, but she does this
with most of her film roles. She’s
not a particularly bad actor; just a
flat one. Duhamel’s purpose is to
serve as eye candy, though he does
at least attempt to make Alex have
some semblance of a personality.
The supporting cast includes
Mimi Kirkland and Noah Lomax
as Alex’s children Lexi and Josh.
Kirkland in particular is a scenestealer, with her immense charm
that manages to come off feeling
real. David Lyons (“Revolution”)
rounds out the cast as Kevin, the
typical bad guy of Erin’s past.
There is only one redeeming
quality about this film. “Safe Haven,”
shot on location in North Carolina,
paints an absolutely beautiful
backdrop for Erin and Alex’s growing
relationship. It’s as if the North
Carolina tourism board sent out
their best crew to help out Hallstrom.
Ever since “The Notebook,”
Sparks’ adaptations have scrambled
to recreate the romantic, iconic
feeling the film now has. Had the
script of “Safe Haven” been handled
and cast differently, it would have
the potential to be one of the better
Sparks adaptations.
“Safe Haven” serves its purpose
of being that one chick flick that
comes out for women to see on
Valentine’s Day, but don’t expect it
to become a classic.
Contact Jenny Claire Knight
at knightjc@dukes.jmu.edu.

courtesy of mct campus

Alex (Josh Duhamel), a widower and father, falls in love with Erin (Julianna Hough)
when she moves to Southport, N.C., to escape the consequences of her old life.
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HOCKEY
MAKES
DO

Club ice hockey team overcomes lack
of local facilities to garner 13-1 record
and a Blue Ridge Hockey Conference title

MATT SCHMACHTENBERG / THE BREEZE

Ice hockey team captain and senior kinesiology major Mitchell Allen is one of several students who joined the team as a freshman in 2009. The team now has the inside track to its first BRHC tournament title.

By CONNOR DREW and
CHASE KIDDY
The Breeze

When Mitchell Allen enrolled at JMU in
the fall of , there wasn’t much to say
about the JMU ice hockey team.
Founded barely a year before his arrival
in Harrisonburg, the Dukes ice hockey team
was a shell of a team. Barely anyone outside
of its handful of players knew it existed.
In , Mitchell Allen is a senior Kinesiology major just months from graduating, and
it’s safe to say he will leave the team in better
shape than he found it. Five years removed
from its conception, Allen has guided the
team to a No.  seed in the upcoming Blue
Ridge Hockey Conference playoffs.
“There were all these problems with people not showing up or not knowing that the
team existed,” said senior Brandon Sorbara.
“The first couple of years, people weren’t
really taking it seriously.”
Sorbara joined the team in  along
with Allen, forming the backbone of a
class whose attitude and work ethic have
not only made JMU into an annual BRHC
contender, but have also made them a team
worth watching — even when fans and
players alike must trek to Charlottesville
for practices and home games.
Strong incoming freshmen classes followed Sorbara and Allen’s first group, and
now JMU owns the kind of depth required

“Right now, any other player will
jump into a scrum for anybody
else on the team.”
Brandon Sorbara

senior ice hockey team member

to compete with the other top schools in
its league.
“When the team first started it was 
players and a manager, no coach,” said ice
hockey head coach Doug Fordham. “We
played our first game against Liberty University and were quickly reminded how
new we were by losing -. From there
we grew and each season have improved.
We will now be making our third consecutive trip to the playoffs — our first ever as
a first seed.”
Unlike most JMU sports teams, which
have fields or courts within minutes of
campus, the hockey team carpools to
Charlottesville’s Main Street Arena for
practice and home games. The team practices Wednesdays at : p.m. and plays
its competitions on weekends September
through February.
Even with so little practice time, the team
chemistry remains as strong as any varsity
level team at JMU.

“Right now, any other player will jump
into a scrum for anybody else on the team.”
Sorbara said.
Fellowship isn’t reserved for the rink.
Allen and his eldest teammates make sure
to foster an environment of kinship off the
ice, whether it’s as intricate as arranging
for social nights or simply working out in
small groups.
“Mitch has done a great job on the cohesion thing,” said junior John Loveland. “He’s
gotten our team to do other intramural
sports and included everyone in decisions.
In previous years, we’ve had one or two people makings decisions; this year, it’s more of
a team decision-making process.”
Allen is the team’s centerpiece, a cool,
calm team captain in the midst of a brazenly bombastic group. Allen’s reserved
demeanor is responsible for transitioning
the team from its inauspicious beginnings
to surer footing. He’s a force on the ice, too,
leading JMU with a team-high  points (
goals,  assists).
Even now, team membership requires
a big commitment, whether its time or
money, from all players. Hockey dues run
at $ for full-time players and $ for
alternates. Costs include travel, jerseys,
gloves and renting out the ice rink. Coupled
with time and travel commitments, it’s not
surprising JMU’s first ice hockey team had
trouble getting off the ground.
Despite the demands of a college sports

team, this group hasn’t let their academic standing suffer the consequences. This
academic devotion from his players hasn’t
gone unnoticed in the eyes of Fordham, a
former JMU goalie and a founding member of the team, who himself must travel
to the practices and games from his home
in Richmond.
“I’m proud of the dedication that these
players show to not only this team, but their
education while playing sports,” Fordham
said.
On the ice, JMU ended its season on a
seven-game win streak that cements its
regular season record at -. JMU won the
Division Title in the BRHC despite vastly
inferior practice conditions — teams like
Liberty practice multiple times a week and
have easily accessible rinks on campus.
Having earned a first-round bye, the
Dukes will play the winner of Liberty vs.
Radford in the second round. With such a
talented team this year, a deep playoff run
may be the stepping-stone this team needs
to get the publicity they desire.
“We are no longer worried about surviving; instead focusing on how we can
further people’s awareness of our club
and earn some recognition on campus,”
Fordham said. “It will be exciting what
direction the team goes in the near future.”
CONTACT Connor Drew and Chase
Kiddy at breezesports@gmail.com.

Dukes ‘Ford’ tough
THERE’S ONLY
Freshman strikes out 19 as JMU starts season 4-1
THREE GAMES LEFT.
DON’T MISS ANYTHING.
SOFTBALL

1
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY (4-1) 3
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY (3-1)
0
WIN - Ford, Jailyn (2-0); 13 K
LOSS - Taylor, Lindsay (1-1)
Mooney, Sarah 1B; 2-3, 3 RBI
Field, Erica C; 2-4, 3 Runs, 2 RBI
Ford, Jailyn P; 2-2, 2 RBI

2
0
0

3
1
0

4
0
0

5
3
0

6
1
0

FINAL
8
0

NFCA Leadoff Classic - Clearwater, Fla.
Feb. 22 - DePaul
Feb. 22 - UC Davis
Feb. 23 - Indiana
Feb. 23 - No. 12 USF
Feb. 24 - No. 15 UL Lafayette
ALEXA JOHNSON / THE BREEZE

JMU went north to face the Delaware Blue Hens
Sunday night in a clash of top CAA teams.
>> Find game recap and analysis at breezejmu.org.

Finishing the weekend with  runs
in its last two games, JMU put together
a strong showing at the Cougar Classic
in Charleston, S.C., to start the season.
Freshman pitcher Jailyn Ford led the
Dukes to two of the wins, going - in
her first collegiate starts on the mound,
striking out  batters over both games
and allowing no runs and five hits.
The Dukes’ second game on Friday
against the College of Charleston featured Ford’s career debut, when she
struck out six in a complete game shutout and drove in five runs at the plate as
the team won -.
In the season opener against the
University of Akron earlier Friday sophomore pitcher Heather Kiefer struck out
seven and freshman catcher Erica Field
drove in all of JMU’s runs in a - eighthinning walk-off win.
On Saturday, JMU split another doubleheader. In the first game against East
Tennessee State University, the game
went scoreless into extra innings. In
the top of the eighth inning, the Dukes
scored four runs, including two driven
in by sophomore pitcher Sarah Mooney.
But in the bottom of the eighth,

Mooney gave up five runs and the Buccaneers escaped with a - walk-off win.
In the second game, the Dukes defeated Towson University - in five innings
as sophomore pitcher Reba DePriest
struck out seven and sophomore outfielder Morgan Heath led the team with
three RBIs.
On Sunday against Syracuse University, which received votes in both national
softball polls, Ford took the mound
again and delivered  strikeouts, tying
a JMU freshman record. Ford also drove
in two runs at the plate to help the Dukes
to an - win.
This weekend, JMU will travel to
Clearwater, Fl., to compete in the
National Fastpitch Coaches Association
Leadoff Classic.
The Dukes will play Depaul and the
University of California-Davis Friday;
Indiana and No.  University of South
Florida Saturday; and No.  University of
Louisiana-Lafayette Sunday. The team’s
first home game is March  against Binghamton University as part of the JMU
Invitational.
— staff report

breezejmu.org
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ASSISTANT MANAGERSUBWAY- Part/Full-time
Assistant Manager positions
available. Looking for energetic individuals who are
professional, motivated and
are ready to GROW WITH US!
Fax resume to 5409510664,
email to sjhillyard@aol.com
or fill out online application
at mysubwaycareer.com
Looking for a seasonal job
in Kitty Hawk, NC or Virginia
Beach? Please visit www.rentbeachequipment.com for job
opportunities.
Caregivers needed to
supervise groups of little
dancers during their concert
rehearsal week in Wilson
Hall Auditorium, May 20-24.
Must be able to work all dates
and times, 2-3 hours per day
between the hours of 3:458:45 pm Mon-Thurs of week
specified and 6-10 pm Sat.
May 25, 2-6 pm Sun, May
26. References required. Call
540-810-3631.
Prepare for the summer of your life. Timber Ridge
Camp is seeking energetic
counselors in Athletics, Watersports, Drama, and More.
Room & Board plus salary.
Apply at www.trcamps.com
R esp o nsi v e M an agement
(w w w.
responsivemanagement.com),
a wildlife/natural resource
research firm is hiring professional, reliable employees to
conduct telephone research
surveys (NO SALES). Part
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or full-time, open 7 days,
evening hours (except Saturdays). Schedules vary based
on project needs. Must work
alternate weekends. Apply at
130 Franklin Street. EOE.
Dance academy now interviewing for part-time dance
instructors for fall 2012-spring
2014. Must have car and be
willing to stay through May
2014. Numerous dance forms
taught. Experience preferred.
Call 540-810-3631.

GREAT HOUSE FOR RENT
for 2013-2014 4 Bedrooms 2
bath S. High St. Close to campus. Good Parking. Rent is
$1200/month. 540-478-3234
9-12 month leases available for 6-7 bedroom houses
2013-14, pet friendly. Lots of
living space. Near Campus
540-564-2659 http://www.
castleproperty.com/current_
listings.htm
Nicest house you’ll find!
Six bedrooms, three with
private bath, one with elevated deck. Hardwood
floors. Pets. Garden, fire pit,
porch swing. Elizabeth St.
Owner:540.810.3632.
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ADVENTURES WITH RICK
show your student ID and save
10% on the shirt that can earn
you a free burrito! Visit www.
RicksCantina.com

at saladcreations

The staff at Emergicare wants to help keep our community
healthy and informed during this year’s “widespread” epidemic
of influenza. For more information on the flu, please visit
www.flu.gov or www.cdc.gov. We recommend that you visit
Emergicare, if you have not already been vaccinated for the flu.

february
it’s all about
this

you.

- from the owner,an
alumnius and fellow duke

Not just one Lawyer

look for duke deals running
all throughout this month

- a team.

Honesty,
Integrity,
and a Commitment
to Client Service.
Free Initial Consultation
540-433-1103
1819 Virginia Ave
www.minermartinhahn.com

$5

saladcreations
Triple Cheese Panini
all month
expires 2/28

Offer not valid with any other offers.
Offer good only at participating locations.
Some restrictions apply,
Each franchise independently owned
and operated.
Harrisonburg Location Only

540-433-1702
865 Port Republic Rd
www.saladcreations.net
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new low rates
SAVE $150

WITH ZERO DEPOSIT OR ADMIN FEE
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p et friendly + c lose to cam pu s + i ndi v i du al l e as e s + fr e e G old’s G ym membership
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